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The above got us thinking that Vibrations should reflect more of the 

changes happening on the family front as for the work front there are 

other mediums too. With this vision we aspire that in the next issue we 

would need only a page for the official events. All other pages would be 

articles / events / happenings in our family. I know sounds a tall order 

but when we think of the SuperGas Family comprising 1700, it does look 

to be a possibility !

Dear Colleagues and Family members,

It's a pleasure to once again come back to you with Vibrations. 

Thanks to our readers who were always keen to know when the 

next issue would be coming. Quite  a few things have been keeping 

us busy in the organization. The common theme that runs across is 

strengthening the present and making us future ready. There would 

be a similar churn happening in our personal lives too. Some 

colleagues getting married, a new born coming into the family, 

children starting school or giving wings to their career ambitions. 

So all of us are experiencing change in some way.

Happy Reading.

On and behalf of the Editorial Team

Uttam Routh

Retail Network 
Growth

Expansion and Management of Franchisee Network to 

improve profitability while remaining flexible to suit 

various business challenges.

Supply Chain 
Management

Measure the supply chain cost, identify opportunities 

for efficiency improvement, implement local and group 

improvement initiatives, measure the KPIs and 

standardize the whole process. 

Target Oil

Target Oil - Convert to LPG: We see an opportunity 

and feel a responsibility to make our world better. 

We are an energy company with a difference. Our 

energy (LPG) is cleaner and we help people to 

switch away from polluting oil and solid fuels. Our 

aim through this is to create clean air and 

dramatically lower our carbon impact. 

Procurement
Management

Spend Analysis Module (Bravo Platform) will help in 

analysing procurement trend; Purchase to Pay Process 

(P2P) will take care of procurement processes from 

Material/Service Requirement to Fulfillment including 

real time analysis, reporting and process improvements; 

E - Sourcing platform for receiving offers, do 

comparatives, perform vendor evaluation and vendor 

rating.

Brand
Harmonization

One single visual identity for all the brands owned 

under SHV Energy, thus each country will have the 

same logo conveying the brand promise of Caring, 

Seamless, Leading, Local, Sustainable and Safe.

Global Projects

A step towards 
Advancing Energy 

Together

- Ajay Kumar, CEO

I take this opportunity to wish you and your family 

a very Happy & Safe Diwali. We always say 'No work 

or activity is so important that safety can be compromised'.  

I am sure you all will take utmost care of safety in your 

celebrations of Diwali, so that all members of your family 

thoroughly enjoy the festival.

Hope you like reading what our editorial team has compiled this time 

and looking forward to making the next issues a truly family one !

FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

We are already in fourth quarter of 2017 and New Year 

2018 is not very far away now. I thank you very much 

for your contributions made so far in 2017 to deliver the 

results vis a vis one goal. I am sure you will continue to 

give your best not only in fourth quarter of 2017 but also 

in forthcoming years. Wish you 'Good Luck' and once 

again, best wishes for a very Happy and Safe Diwali.

Happy Diwali



Bhanudas Bhongade Aishwarya  Bhongade

Mahesh Lanjudkar Dhananjay

Sanjay Bagal Samarth Bagal

Sunil Shinde Sandeep  Shinde

Santosh Talekar Kishori  Talekar & Vedant Talekar

Sampath Suthar Shrikrishna Suthar & Geetanjali Suthar

Rajendra Bhere Harshala Bhere

Diwakar Teli Devendra Teli & Suvarna  Teli

Jhala Kishorsingh Jhala Nainisha

Nitin Ramavat Deep Ramavat

Mandan Odedra Manju Odedra

Rajendra Modha Radhika Modha

Rajesh Makwana Ravikumar Makwana & Bhumi Makwana

Nattu Padhiyar Ruturaj Padhiyar & Gayatri Padhiyar

Rajesh Thakkar Thakkar Foram

Rajbeer Singh Rawat Ujjawal Rawat

Sanjay Singh Aakriti

Ashish Thandar Anisha

Pardeep Kumar Payal & Jatin

Nasib Singh Sangeeta

Sandeep Parmar Keshav Parmar

Manoj Kumar Yadav Suraj Bhan Singh & Ritu Kumari

Employee

R.K. Mohan Ramineni Pujitha

Merit Students

K.V. Srinivas Rao K. Shankar Narayana & K. Sravani

A. Ramana A. Gayathri

R. Raja Babu Rayi Ramya & Rayi Sowmya

M. Palani P. Keerthana

GNS Kameshwar Rao Sai Aalekhya & Sai Bharath

Madurai S Sanat Kavin Kumar M.L.

R.V. Anjanayalu R. Sridivya & R. Charansrinivas

E. Siriyalu E. Vamsi & E. Jhansi

A. Marimuthu M. Dharshini

R. Vairamuthu V. Karthick

S. Malaiyappasamy M. Nithya

Naresh D. Parmar Neha N. Parmar

B Laxmanrao Bhongade B. Chaitanya Bhongade

Vikram Parmar Vandit Parmar & Vaishali Parmar

Jignesh Limbani Astha Limbani

Rajesh Danak Nirav Danak

Chandrakant Solanki Priya Solanki

Manish Mehta Shlok Mehta

Dintesh Raghava Lay Kumar Raghava & Mansh Kumar Raghava

Subhashchandra S. Patel Mohit Dhodi

Asraf Munera Zainab Asraf Munera

SHV always keen to appreciate those who perform exceptionally. We are 

proud to announce the list of merit student for this year as below-

As every year in SHV, supporting meritorious students has been a 

tradition, this time we have empowered 54 students by assisting 

them open their bank accounts and process their scholarship through 

cheques. Policy has also been amended to delimit the number of 

students and extend to all the applications who have performed 

exceptionally well in their academics.

Wishing all the children a successful academic year ahead.  

- Sai Kumar M, HR

Joy of Performing
Time flies so fast!

It was very nice to see how each one of us tried to show off what we have learnt 

so far. There were many stories to share. The seemingly smooth journey wasn't 

actually very smooth for many of us. Harsh site conditions, rude customers, long 

traveling, long working hours, failures etc. might have made us low at times but 

with all these experiences rooted deep inside, came out a better version of us. 

We were visibly better than what we once were.

On the other side, the week was full of fun-filled activities, lectures, outings and some 

more bonding. The sessions we had on different subjects were more relatable this time. 

The guest talk on Compliance and Ethics by Ms. Marieke Bax and on Internal Audit by 

Mr. Jurian gave us an additional insight of the organization. On the last day, 

our interactive session with CEO, Mr. Ajay Kumar gave the best ending to the week. 

The best part of working with SHV is the opportunity we get to interact with the top 

management from time to time. On behalf of the entire team, I thank each one of the 

organizers, faculty and support staff for making this week eventful and memorable.

We all assembled in COD yet again. It was a happy sight to see the whole team 

together. In the midst of everything familiar, there was something unfamiliar- of 

perspectives, of ideas, of purpose. Originally identified with one tag-'GET', we now 

carried an essence of the department we belonged to.

All that we have learnt here, professionally and personally is sure to create a positive 

impact on us. Special thanks to my mentors for giving me the time and space to grow, 

nurture and explore. I feel very blessed to be a part of such dynamic team. Being the 

first organization in our professional life, SHV will always have a special place in our 

hearts.

For the Ladies, Of the Ladies, By the Ladies

Taking the Stage

It was our first, and probably SHV India's first too, experience in a program 

exclusively for our women colleagues and by a women colleague. The event was a 

workshop called ‘Taking the Stage’, facilitated by Mrs. Marrianne Groeneveld - 

Klunder, HR Director of SHV Energy.

The program intends to help women explore new ways by which they can speak 

with courage and confidence so they are seen and heard as leaders! Interestingly the 

program is as much about the mind set as it is of techniques and methods, Both of 

which put together helps script a leader, unlock the power of voice and speak with 

a confident presence.

There were four modules and each module helped us to create an awareness of 

communication habits to develop an authentic and powerful leadership style in every 

communication.

Thank you Marrianne for such a wonderful program.

Assisting, Empowering 
& Appreciation

GET Batch 2016

- N Mythili, Projects

- R. Mangala, HR
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·   How to approach work and make decisions, keeping in mind the larger goals 

    and organizational processes

·    Prioritizing activities, team-building and how to overcome fear & shyness

·    Understanding how to lead people through change

·    Enhancement of skills in listening, questioning and giving feedback

·    Greater insights into our own strengths and areas of improvement through 

    feedback

- Kiran Kumar, HR

STEPPING INTO LEADERSHIP

It was exciting to have Mr. Rathna Sekhar Reddy, gold medalist in theater arts take 

a day’s session, focusing on developing personal competencies and our approach to 

challenges. He made participants play various roles under different circumstances 

like simulation exercises. Overall, the programme helped in identifying the insights 

and opportunities to develop skills and return to the work place more confident and 

competent. He also explained the significance of Change, which is inevitable, through 

the essential elements i.e. Observing, Learning, Reading and Experience.

The 1st module of Stepping Into Leadership was held in May 2017 in Hyderabad. 

This program is designed with an intent to accelerate development of people in line 

with our philosophy of Investing in People. It's a start of journey to Leadership.

It's my delight to share that, SHV has given me the opportunity to be a 

part of LINK program. LINK means 'Learning and Investing through 

Networking and Knowledge sharing. It has four modules which will be 

covered in 14 months of time & the participants are from various 

countries.

It is an accelerated and exciting development opportunity, where it's 

possible to look into the area of our development needs & specific 

strengths. This really helps me, in order to optimize my growth both 

personal and professional front. LINK gives an international environment 

and exposure to other parts of SHV Energy, which provides new insights. 

Moreover collaboration with our other overseas colleagues provides a 

great network and extends a good lifetime personal relationship.

After SPRINT program this is my second visit overseas. I'm very happy 

to realize that, SHV has high level of confidence in me & providing 

continuous opportunity for growth through learning. This also gives me an 

added responsibility on my role to deliver better results always.

I was bit excited during my first visit and meeting with colleagues at our 

head office in Hoofddorp, the Netherlands. I am also very proud to say, SHV 

Netherlands has great confidence and belief in SHV India.

I treasure my experiences 

and life time unforgettable 

memories like, street walk

in the evenings for dinner 

with all participants buying 

at local streets, travelling in 

local trains, sunset till 11pm, 

support among colleagues 

during LINK activities by 

personally understanding 

each other. I also want to 

say, being a pure vegetarian 

I had to face challenges on

my visits outside India.

I thank SHV once again for my nomination & eagerly await the upcoming 

modules.

- Maheswaran.S, Manager - Operations

Healthy Discomfort

is notable is the speed at which changes are taking 

place. Thanks to ever growing  technology, things 

around us are changing at lightening speed and 

coping up with them is a challenge we need to accept. 

While it is important and rather imperative to adopt 

changes, one has to hold on to certain basic things 

which are time tested.

Change is the only constant 

thing in our life. The statement 

is valid ever since the times of 

Adam and Eve. However,  what

If we look back say, 25 to 30 years, our daily habits 

were vastly different from that of today. Most of us 

used to travel by public transport which were rather 

less comfortable than today where public transport 

is just a call away and comes to door step. One had 

to walk a mile to get to public transport and to reach 

to work place. The furniture used to be lot different 

with wooden or similar chairs, helping one to sit 

straight. Food habits were different with less of varieties 

(less of junk food) but with high nutrition value.

By moving ahead of all these things does not mean, 

we have done everything wrong. We have gained 

many things in these changing times. Use of 

technology has made us more efficient, more 

competitive and more informed. Accepting something 

does not necessarily mean leaving something. We 

need to have balance in keeping best of both, ie 

better treatment for body as well our mind.

If we extend this logic to business, here also we 

experience a sea change. Technology revolution has 

changed the way business was done and the same is 

being done now. Availability of information on click 

of a button helps business to take informed decisions 

and stay relevant in changing times. Globalization is 

reality with countries getting connected through IT. 

Distances does not matter. “Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam” 

(World is one family) is rather more appropriate for 

Business community.

Scale and methods of doing business have changed 

a lot. While information and technology has become 

We have seen companies failing due to poor systems 

than poor product. At the same time, we have seen 

companies surviving for years; thanks to their values, 

systems and processes.

Our country has recently seen a biggest ever tax 

reform in terms of GST(Goods and Service Tax).The 

major difference which it has brought apart from 

consolidation of taxes is through its strong systems 

with lots of discipline from every registered person. 

These are nothing but healthy discomforts which 

promises a better economy.

Let's recognize the need for “Healthy Discomforts” 

in our personal as well as professional life and 

embrace it.

the brain of business, strong systems and processes 

remain its body. Strong value based systems may 

sometimes come in the way as speed breakers, but 

it only allows business to go longer. These are 

healthy discomforts.

Window to The World
LINK

- Premal Swadia, Finance

Women’s Day @ SHV India 2017Be Bold For Change

Corporate North South West
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Tree Plantation, Murbad

S

The littlest

feet makes

the biggest

footprints
in our hearts

Baby Girl - Sanjana - 09.11.2016

of Violet Mary - HR, Chennai

Baby Girl - Varshaa - 07.02.2017 

of Nandakumar - Technical, Bglr.

Baby Girl - Priyanshi - 11.04.2017

of Renu Patel, Sr. Exec. - HR, Ahmedabad

Baby Girl - Pravanya - 13.01.2017

of Praveen A - Retail, Kerala

The magical land Lush Greenery

The sand dunes at Hunder Motorable Road

One can travel the vast expanses of the world but finding a place like Hunder 

would be a daunting task. It is a remote village in the Nubra valley, around 

130 km from the Leh town. The only road that leads to Hunder from Leh takes 

one across Khardung La, the highest motor-able mountain pass in the world 

(18000+ feet). The valley itself is at an elevation of about 10000 feet and the 

Shyok and the Nubra Rivers meet here. The village has a meagre population 

of 1000 inhabitants and has several buildings including the ruins of the 

erstwhile King's Palace and few Buddhist monasteries. Like the rest of Ladakh, 

Hunder and Nubra are cold deserts with rare precipitation. However, the beauty 

of this place lies in witnessing the merging of the two rivers and then 

disappearing into the mountains, leading to silver sand dunes. This is then 

followed by small streams spouting into the village and lush greenery 

surrounding them, all in a span of few kilometres. 

Hunder, Nubra Valley (Ladakh)

Travelogue: Leh
- Ankit Pandey

Best

Wishes

Newly

Weds

Vishnuram & Yasotha, 09.12.2016

Comm. Officer - Madurai 

Vasanth & Vani, 08.05.2017

Comm. Officer - Tuticorin 

Jayesh Sanathara & Poorvi, 19.01.2017 

PBR Terminal Engineer

Kishore Kumar & Nandhini Devi, 02.03.17

Account Manager - Chennai

Yashwant Sehgal & Sonu, 11.11.2016

Comm. Officer - Rohtak Plant 

In-House Newsletter

SHV Energy Private Limited

“SUPER Gas Houes”, 4th Floor,8-2-334,

SDE Serene Chambers, Road No. 7,

Banjara Hills, Hyderabad - 500 034,

Tel.: (040) - 2354 0079

email: shv@supergas.com

web: www.supergas.com

EDITORIAL TEAM

Editor          : Uttam Routh

Sub Editors : Beena, Jaya Prakash,

                      Mini, Arindam

                      and Rajashri   

CSR Activities Caring and Sharing

Rangoli Competition for vision impaired children 
- Devnar School

Free ‘Diabetic & Lung Function’ test Camp in Hubli ALDS

Benches given at Govt. School Behrampur, Delhi

Adoption of 15 girl children from

APANGHAR - East Region

Public Lapwing ward - 2016 to SHV INDIA

Voting campaign by colleagues within and outside India under Public 

Lapwing Award of ‘SHV Today’ gave SHV India a landslide victory of 426  

votes and 53 comments in 2016. The award was given away by 

Mrs. Marieke Schöningh, during her visit to India on 5th May'17. This is in 

recognition of the girl child adoptions we have done in Devnar School for 

Blind last year amongst various other initiatives.

We are continue to move ahead in our pursuit of supporting the needy 

and underprivileged. We have done some good work in the past year, 

like the much appreciated medical camp for Auto drivers, successful 

skill development centre with CHORD, girl child adoptions and many 

other activities. Our visiting colleagues like Fulco, Emilie and Marriane 

have actively participated in our SGF programs and appreciated our work.

This Award is dedicated to each one of our colleagues for their unstinted 

support to community service programs of SGF. Special appreciation to 

all Sub Committees and SGF Staff who did their best, also during the 

voting campaign. 

Play School items to tiny-tots in CHORD, Hyderabad

Distribution of blankets in cloth
bags - Save Enviroment

Adoption of 15 girl children from ASHA BHAVAN 
- East Region

-  Team SGF
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